2006 volvo xc90 headlight

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February edited March in Volvo. Hello everyone,
The headlight lenses on my 06' XC90 have developed many scratches and a pitting almost a
mild sand-blast effect in some spots and I was wondering if anyone else has experienced this. I
have not had the car into brush or anything else that I can think of that would cause this and I
don't see any other cars here with this problem. February There are products on the market to
restore headlight lenses. I suggest going that route and then getting clear film put on to protect
them. There's some product suggestions and techniques listed in the Healing Hazy Headlamps
guide. July I keep getting this yellow triangle on my dash, stating healight failure code. The
lights are working and bulbs have been replaced a few times Bi-xeon. Has anyone else had this
problem? Seems to be a common problem - I just got it too.. I had my left headlight go out and
then a month later my right one went out. I took it to the Dealer for repair. At that time my
mileage had just turned over to 50, First they told me my car was no longer in warranty for this
problem. After a little discussion where I informed them that I have read on numerous BLOGS
that alot of XC90's were having this problem and also that my car had just turned over 50, He
went and spoke to someone and all of a sudden they seemed to find out that there was a repair
kit for this problem and it did not cost me a penny. It was the headlight holsters they had to
replace. If you need the part number I can look on the repair and get for you. October The
headlights on my XC90 is like an intermittent light show. Left off Any ideas out there? February
edited February Headlights XC90 goes out.. Most of the time after I start the engine my left
headlight goes out after 5 sec. Can you please tell me the part number so I can order the repair
kit without facing the same problem like you with the Volvo dealer. Many thanks. August I
purchased my pre-owned xc90 two months ago and am having problems with my right
headlight, it also requested to replace low beam headlight and after having done so,a week later
the it is requesting to replace the light again, but lights up then shuts itself off from time to time.
Taking it to the dealer tomorrow to have it looked at, now I know what to say. If any thing please
list the name of kit. I read they are waiting for it to become a recall yet it hasn't happened.
September Did you get this fixed? Interested in what the fix was; part , etc. I was just glad it was
repaired and they didn't charge me more than that. Hope that helps. Good luck. However, each
time I ask a mechanic to check this out, I am told that all the lights are working just fine. A few
weeks ago, while driving at night and trying to use my high beams the only time I actually turn
on my headlights to operate even my low beams , all the lights even the dash lights went out,
and I was left in complete darkness until I hurriedly switched my lights back to "off" mode just
daytime running lights. Very scary and dangerous, especially when it happened on the highway
and I was driving at highway speed! Then just the daytime running lights came on, but I could
not use my low or high beams. This has happened consistently every time I tried turning on the
headlights at night and using the high beams. My question: Is this related to the electronic
control problems others have had? Could my problem have been resolved by replacing the
electronic control system for the lights, or is the ballast control the same thing? HI, Can you
provide us the kit name or part number? My left headlight on '04 XC90 has this intermittent
problem too. Replaced the bulb, still no fix. Can turn headlight off, then back on and ok. Hard to
tell from this chain, but Is there a solution? Thanks so much. Sorry, all I know is that I took it in
to the Volvo center, explained my problem, they told me it was a faulty socket that needed to be
replaced along with the bulb and it corrected the problem. I had read online somewhere of other
owners with the same issue who have complained and has requested it to be a recall due to all
the complaints but it has not been issued as a recall as of now. Someone on this forum
mentioned that there is a kit of some sort that was made to correct this problem, yet I do not
know what that kit is. Could you please let me know about the repair kit. We have had same
longterm issue! My right front headlight seemingly randomly turns off and I get a yellow
warning light on the dash. I turn the switch off and back on and it is fine It is unpredictable. I
can't believe it is the bulb. Could it be the switch? Any suggestions so the repair guy doesn't rip
me off? January I have a XC I returned to the dealership, they diagnosed a faulty baffle. So I
recommend asking about the baffle. My wifes XC90 high beams are not working. I did the
normal, changed with new bulbs, and no I did not touch the glass, all of the fuses are good. Is
there a headlight relay or some other thing to check. I did change the ballasts and HID Xenon
bulbs on the low beams and they are working fine. Anyone got any advice? April Our '04 XC90
air conditioner, just cuts off randomly. If we pull over, turn the car off for 5 mins or so,
sometimes it comes back on. It is super cold when it is on, and we know it is not the freon. Any
help? Our XC90 drivers side headlight goes off randomly. SOmetimes it comes back on. We
have a bulb failure message on ALL the time - even when the headlight is back on. Now it is off
for the last week. We have already replaced the bulb, which is super expensive. December

Hopefully you are still following this blog. Try looking on Tmart. These are the type for a XC90 of
which I have. I am currently experiencing headlight problems of my own. Replaced a bulb
purchased from Tmart last and has now failed and now getting the dreaded Low Beam Bulb
Failure message. Hope this helps all who read. November I too have the same issues with on
and off, left to right headlamps going on and off, I replace every low and high lamps, check
fuses and even replace the light switch at the dashboard, and this still doesn't fix the problem.
Sypmtoms are, Turn the car on, 5 min latter Lights start flikering and then shut off, I can turn the
switch back and for and it will stay on for only seconds and then shut off, sometime it just shuts
off completely and I have to turn the car off and then turn it back on, only to go through the
same routine. It almost seems like an overheat a circuit issue?? I'm now reaching out to all the
Volvo owners with the same problem and see if someone has found a solution that doesn't
required financing the part from the Dealer. I've seen a few suggestion; Kits, Baffles, Sockets
has anyone found a solution? March I was sure the problem with my '04 XC90 headlights was
the switch, but now I'll have to look further. I can't understand why, with so many people having
this problem, a solution has not yet been posted. Found a solution for my intermittent
headlights. I have an '04 XC90 with Xenon headlights. Not the bulbs, not the fuses, relays,
wiring or switch, but the ballasts. These are super easy to replace, as they are mounted very
accessibly on the bottom of the headlight unit. We purchased a XC90 2. We now have , miles on
it. At , miles the left headlight went out, and at the time the dealer was the only source for a new
ballast, which is the unit that controls the Xenon HID lights. Worked fine for , more miles, then
the right headlight went out a few months ago. The ballast needed replacement, but my local
auto parts store said there are aftermarket suppliers. Replaced it and the light worked fine.
Checked all of the bulbs for the position lights and they were all in working order. Then last
night we went out for dinner, and when I turned the car on to drive home, had no headlights with
"Multiple Bulb Failure" message. Couldn't get the headlights to come on. Turned on the fog
lights, and the message went away, and the fog lights work fine. No headlights. Any
suggestions? No local Volvo dealer here, and my Volvo repair guys aren't open until Monday.
Purchased a 04 XC90 with , miles, Everything worked free of any issues, then my low beams
wouldn't come on. The warning of multiple bulbs out, I took it to a service mechanic and he
couldn't figure out what the issues was. I have since replaced all the bulbs, fuses and nothing. I
would appreciate any advice as what could be the issue before taking it to a High Priced Volvo
Repair.. I really enjoy my SUV, But!.. Thanks for any info reguarding my problem.. Tampa, Fla.
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